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Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

– How the son should view the wisdom and instructions of the father (vv1-4)

1. Observe them – orient yourself toward them (v1a, v2a)

2. Highly value them internally (v1b)

3. Realize that they are a path of godly and blessed living (v2b)

Leviticus 20:10 10‘If there is a man who commits adultery with another man’s 
wife, one who commits adultery with his friend’s wife, the adulterer and the 
adulteress shall surely be put to death. 



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

– How the son should view the wisdom and instructions of the father (vv1-4)

1. Observe them – orient yourself toward them (v1a, v2a)

2. Highly value them internally (v1b)

3. Realize that they are a path of godly and blessed living (v2b)

4. Consider them to be precious  - highly prized and highly protected (v2c)

5. Diligently remember them so they govern your life (v3)

6. Cherish them (v4)

– Such attitudes will keep you from sin and harm (v5)

Have these attitudes yourselfHave these attitudes yourself, promote them with childrenHave these attitudes yourself, promote them with children, and build 
up and protect them for your spouse



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

Be smart about where and when temptation and sin occur – then don’t 
go near it



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21)

○ She is bold, rebellious, and deceptive in outward appearance and inward 
disposition (vv10-11a)

1 Timothy 2:9 9Likewise, I want women to adorn themselves with 
proper clothing, modestly and discreetly, not with braided hair and 
gold or pearls or costly garments, 



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21)

○ She is bold, rebellious, and deceptive in outward appearance and inward 
disposition (vv10-11a)

○ She is a daring predator looking for prey to over-power and satisfy her 
appetite (vv11b-13)

Recognize early the tactics of evil people and immediately flee from 
them



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21)

○ She is bold, rebellious, and deceptive in outward appearance and inward 
disposition (vv10-11a)

○ She is a daring predator looking for prey to over-power and satisfy her 
appetite (vv11b-13)

Recognize early the tactics of evil people and immediately flee from 
them

1 Peter 3:1–4 1…so that…they may be won 
without a word by the behavior of their wives, 
2as they observe your chaste and respectful 
behavior. 3Your adornment must not be merely
external—braiding the hair, and wearing gold 
jewelry, or putting on dresses; 4but let it be the 
hidden person of the heart, with the 
imperishable quality of a gentle and quiet spirit, 
which is precious in the sight of God. 



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21) (cont’d)

○ She baits her prey with smooth, alluring, and ego-appealing flattery (vv14-17)

○ She eventually offers sensual pleasures, disguised as safe and without 
consequences (vv18-21)

Genesis 3:4 4The serpent said to the woman, “You surely will not die! 



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21) (cont’d)

○ She baits her prey with smooth, alluring, and ego-appealing flattery (vv14-17)

○ She eventually offers sensual pleasures, disguised as safe and without 
consequences (vv18-21)

Recognize and resist the bait and appeal to your vulnerabilities from 
ungodly people



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)
– A naïve young man lacking sense is roaming where/when he should not be (vv6-9)

– An immoral and deceptive woman seduces him (vv10-21)

– When the gullible take the bait to sin, the consequences follow (vv22-23)



Seduction of an Adulteress and the
Stupidity of the Gullible
• Opening call and encouragement (vv1-5)

• Warning against being seduced (vv6-23)

• The concluding admonitions (vv24-27)
– Listen and pay attention to me, not to the persuasions of immoral people (v24)

– Don’t fall for seductive enticements – don’t even go near them (v25)

– Many have fallen – don’t be among them (vv26-27)



Closing Reminders

• Parents, proactively teach wisdom to your children

• Apply these wisdom principles to the seductions toward all types of sin

• Thank the Lord for grace and forgiveness through Christ!

Romans 8:1–2 1Therefore there is now no condemnation for those 
who are in Christ Jesus. 2For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus 
has set you free from the law of sin and of death. 

Philippians 3:13–14 13Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid 
hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and 
reaching forward to what lies ahead, 14I press on toward the goal for 
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. 



Closing Reminders

• Parents, proactively teach wisdom to your children

• Apply these wisdom principles to the seductions toward all types of sin

• Thank the Lord for grace and forgiveness through Christ!

• Thank the Lord for godly women!

Titus 2:3–5 3Older women likewise are to be reverent in their behavior, not 
malicious gossips nor enslaved to much wine, teaching what is good, 4so 
that they may encourage the young women to love their husbands, to love 
their children, 5to be sensible, pure, workers at home, kind, being subject to 
their own husbands, so that the word of God will not be dishonored. 



Closing Reminders

• Parents, proactively teach wisdom to your children

• Apply these wisdom principles to the seductions toward all types of sin

• Thank the Lord for grace and forgiveness through Christ!

• Thank the Lord for godly women!

• Thank the Lord for godly men!


